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· e were set up in the 
for the brief speeches. 
Tbefirst speaker was Dr. Jerrie 
McGill, associate vice 
t for minority affairs. 
Sile compared unity to the 
an body - a complex 
· · with many different 
able to function as one 
EMcCAIN 
lstant News Editor 
Some Wright State students 
get an early graduation sur­
this week. Associate vice 
'dent for Academic Affairs 
· P. Howard announced plans 
allow exceptions in the current 
'cy regarding honors gradua­
Criteria. 
The WSU faculty, in a May 
1 meeting, voted to include 
nts' grades from previously 
ed universities when decid­
eligibility for graduation with 
at Wright State. 
,. •oar 1an 
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Along with normal tables -
tie-dye shirt sales and free 
newly named someone 
Ms. Black else."Unity must come first." 
w s u The final
-MarQuettia RupertMarQuettia speaker was 
pnoto by 1ony Cl•rl•rl•llo 
Dr. Mlchael Wllllams addresses students at the Unity Rally. 
Rogers men-tioned how 
relatively simple he thought the 
subject of unity is. Unity, Rogers 
said, does not mean being free of 
conflict or opinions. 
It means mutual respect for 







of cliques exists at all levels on 
Viamemberships - a table was••Ill day where people could 
kribe what unity means to... 
In addition, a podium and a 
campus - including faculty and 
staff. 
Rogers said, "Unity must come 
first," and mentioned that unity 
was a growing process that 
required an open mind. 
The fourth speaker was Dr. 
Michael Williams, associate 
professor of education. 
Williams opened with 
references to"WeAre the World" 
and the violence sparked by what 
he termed as a wrong verdict in 
criticized, and each individual The second speaker was John the Rodney King case. He then 
should assign a task to himself or Rogers, a junior rehabilitation stressed that unity begins within 
herself to recognize their own student and president of each individual. 
feelings on the subject. Black Student Union. Williams compared unity to 
niversity reconsiders honors policy 
colleges other than Wright State status lowered. sider past performance when de­
will not affect his or her WS U Before last spring, grades termining honors eligibility. So 
grade point average, but the ear­ earned prior to attending WSU the University Curriculum Com­
lier grades will effect the student's were not subject to University mittee endorsed the change and 
consideration for the faculty then 
graduating with voted to adopt; now 
honors. So even if all previous college "They never notified me they were a student graduates grades are consid­
from WSU with a making any changes at all," she said. ered. 
4.0 gpa Students who"Never. Not a letter. Nothing." 
Before last did poorly before at­
spring, poor grades -Kim Jackson tending Wright 
earned prior to at- State now are ask­
tendance at Wright ing the faculty to re-
State could prevent honors rec­ honors consideration. But the verse the year-old decision. 
ognition. policy was changed, Howard said, Some of the most common 
According to WSU registrar in response to student demand. grievances were expressed by 
Louis Falkner's estimation, about She said students with good 
"Honors"
----T-Accordingtothatpolicy, what­grades a student earned at 57 June graduates could either pre-WSU grades made repeated continued on p11ge 18lose honors status or have their requests that the faculty to con-
working with an old color 
television set. 
Each channel must be fine-
tuned to make sure all the 
contrasts are correct.. He 
concluded by stressing that no 
person can make you change, 




a major in 
rehabilita­
tion. 
He spoke representing 
Lambda Union, and addressed 
homophobia in the world. 
''These days," Smith said," 
love is so hard to come by. Why 
does it matter where you get 
it?" 
Wright StateUniversity 
Unity Week concludes today 
with "Around the World in a 
Day: Fill Your Gutwith Cultural 
Stuff," held in the University 
Center Cafeteria at 8 p.m. 
The event will include a 
Mocktail competition and a 
display ofartwork submitted for 
the Unity Week art contest. 
INSIDE 
Parking fees might 
increase drastically. 
[Page 2] 
Cuba seen through 
American eyes. 
[Page 7] 
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Paid parking may soon be a reality G 
Bee 
ASS 
photo by Tony Clar 
Parking fees may go as high as $180 for some of the upper campus lots. 




Beginning next fall, students 
may be forced to pay as much as 
$100 a year to park on campus. 
This figure 
was presented 
at a recent 
parking forum 
meeting held 
in the medical 
science lecture 
auditorium. 
The forum was 
open to stu­
dents, faculty 
and staff in or­












50 people in 
attendance 
only five were 
students ­
four from the 
School of 
Medicine. 
for A pennits - and the now free 
parking lots (Allyn, West, and the 
Physical Education lots) going 
from free parking to $100 a 
calender year. 
"I'm an advocate for free park­
ing, but alot of you want to give 
Proposed parking 
fees for next year. 
Inner core lots (Millett, Creative 
Arts, Biological Sciences, 
School of Medicine, Rike, Uni­
versity Center and the lot in front 
of Allyn) 
Annual $180 
Academic yea $135 
Quarter $50 
Quarter after 4 p.m. $25 
Summer AorB $25 
SummerC $50 
Other upper campus lots 
Annual $100 
Academic year $75 
Quarter $30 
Quarter, after 4 p.m. $15 
SummerAorB $15 
SummerC $30 
A majority of those present 
agreed with the proposal to con­
solidate the parking lots in order 
to prevent congestion of traffic. 
Almost all, however, were op­
posed to the price hike for A and 
B permits- from $100 to $180 
Wright State. 
me money for a 
parking spot," 










ing in the up­
per campus 
lots would re­
quire a paid 
pennit to park 
in, including 
the two gravel 
lots. 
"Are you 
asking us to 
pay $100 (the 
yearly fee for 
Allyn/West 




cal student at 
Spaniersaidthegravellotsmay 
be sold at a reduced price, because 
the University will not pave the 
lots. Spanier gave two reasons for 
not paving the lots: each parking 
space would cost $600 to pave, 
and West Lot would have flood­
ing problems, as it is now reserved 
for water runoff. 
Many faculty and staff mem­
bers questioned Spanier as to 
where the extra revenues would 
be going. Spanier said the money 
was needed to buy more buses to 
help transport students from K­
Lot. 
According to Spanier, Wright 
State has four buses that are very 
unreliable. 
"I've got more in the hydraulic 
lift for the handicapped, than the 
actual bus is worth," Spanier said. 
"The buses are surplus junk (each 
costing 12,000). It will cost the 
university $100,000 for a new 
bus." 
One staffmember present sug­
gested the students pay for their 
own services and be charged to­
kens for the use of the buses. 
Spanier asked her if she would be 
willing to service her own permit 
space (costing approximately 
$600 per year). 
Other suggestions brought to 
the attention of the Parking Com­
mittee were to build a parking 
garage or to build an underground 
road going under Allyn lot. 
AccordingtoSpanierthesetwo 
ideas were not feasible because of 
the limited expense budget. A 
parking garage alone would cost 
$150 a month per person. 
According to a parking sur­
vey, the results of which has just 
been released by Robert Kretzer, 
director of parking services, 64 
percent of commuting students 
said they would purchase a park­
ing permit for a fee. 
When students were asked if 
they would park in K-Lot, 53 per­
cent said no. Eighty-three percent 
of faculty, staff, and students 
agreed they would not pay $3-$4 
a day for a parking garage. 
Wright State tried to find solu­
tions to their parking problems 
earlier in the year by hiring Walker 
Parking Consultants/Engineers, 
Inc. TheUniversity was presented 
with a proposal to help conges­
tion in traffic and parking lots. 
The parking proposal cost the uni­
versity a total of $41,200. Max 
Alexander, fonner Student Gov­
ernmentparkingcommittee mem­
ber, said the same proposal! H 
· 
· 
Walker contributed to WSU 
suggested by SG last year, 
guessed it took the extra mo 
aresearchertoactuallyimp 
the students' ideas. 
Student Government has 
ommended an expansion of 
Lot to Main Road, the crea 
a "Loop Road", and the ad 
one more shuttle bus to red 
waiting time at K-Lot 
Ervin J. Nutter Center. 
Christy Slater, directord 
dent services, said that 
strongly against added ex 
to students, but has always p 
for consolidated parking lo~ dam 
By consolidating the p a thC 
This is the current proposed parking 
re-organization plan for Wright State 
developed by Walker Parking . 
Consultants/ Engineers, Inc. It involves 
the addition of gated/ card access 
lots, metered parking along Main IA 
Road, and the construction ~ 
of a new lot near the 
P.E. Building. 
0 GATED/CARD ACCESS 
@ FUTURE LOT PLANNED 
@}CASHIERED, GATED CA 
0 PERMIT 
0 GENERAU UNREGUL 
0 PARKING METERS 
lots, students will not have w 
from one lot to another looki 
a space to park. Along with 
congestion by students, the 
surrounding campus has gro 
to the Meijer's opening an 
new developments arising on 
Fairfield Road. 
Wright State now faces a 
sion concerning "paying to 
The parking situation at WS 
not changed since 1983, but 
the rapid growth of both stu 
and buildings, the Universi 
considering K-Lotand Nutter 
ter as the only free parking. 
dents will no longer be alb' 
"park without paying" on u ·· ~ 
campus lots. A faculty m .:'A 
brought this message to the~ an 
When going to a hospital or a inf 
ness, the customer does not 
park. Yetwhoarethecustom 
Wright State University? 
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fy ~!~,m~n 
3 
years in the Soviet 
career 
~~~!o~alist~:~w~!::~!!'!~~~h~~f~~ 
AsSlstant News Editor According to Ohse, the trade owned industries and businesses accordingtoOhse, was no easy task. than seven 
volume of Gennany in 1990 was were turned over into a trust in In Ohse's opinion there were Union. He was released in 1948 
around 20 billion deutschemarks 1990. three obstacles to this task: and returned to Gennany. 
Bernhard Ohse,Ph.D., a broad­ ($12.41 billion in today's dollars). This trust, set up by the East •lntheunificationtreatyofl990, Ohse holds a Ph.D. in Ger­
joumalist in Gennany spoke He said it was down to 10 the principle of restitution hav- man language and literature from 
rightState University recently billion deutschemarks in 1991 ing priority over compensation a Berlin university. He spent a 
"How to change a planned-state ($6.21 billion in today's dollars) came into effect In Ohse'sopin- year at the University of Texas, 
y into a free-market sys- and in January 1992 it amounted "Most of them were in ion, the government is trying to where he majored in journalism. 

to zero. tum this principle around, caus- Hewasgrantedascholarshipfrom 

In Ohse's opinion, the eco- the red and had very little ing compensation to have prior- the World Council of Churches 

nomic union was the "first and money available to be ity over restitution. to attend UT. 
very severe mistake of Chancel- •1besecondobstacle,accord- Ohse's professional 
lor (Helmut) Kohl and his fine exchanged." ing to Ohse, is there was no un- started with the West German 
finance ministers" for two rea- -Bernhard Ohse employment in East Germany. Protestantorganization,Breadfor 
sons: the economic ties between Ninetypeccentofpopulation be- the World, which has collected 
Eastern Bloc countries broke tweentheagesofl6and65were and spent approximately 3 bil­
down and it cost G~any a lot employed in one way or another. lion deutschemarks ($1.86 bil­
to carry out the union. Gennan Prime Minister, is called •The final obstacle being the lion) for development projects in 
Kohl said that no East German the Troyhand Trust. poor infrastructure, in which the third world countries. 
would suffer or lose anything from The Troyhand Trust is run by roads and highways are in bad con- He joined the Radio Broad-
their pockets because of the union. experienced West Gennan manag- dition. casting Station in 1965 and was a 
OhsebelievedthatKohlmadethese ers. Ohse said the task of the Born in East Gennany, Ohse correspondentinBonnfrorn 1970 
promises because he wanted to win Troyhand Trust was to "privatize was drafted into the army at the age until last year. Since then, he has 
theDec.2,1990election -which as many finns as possible, either of 18, fought on the eastern front beenworkingasafree-lancejour­
he did. by returning them to their Conner and was captured by the Russians nalist 
Hammer concert relatively quiet 

The May 7 Hammer concert dents on May 8 -- a property dam­
may have been loud in the Nutter age case at Center and Loop roads; 
Cent« but for the Department of and a theft on the fourth floor of the 
PublicSafety it was relatively quiet Paul L. Dunbar Library. 
Four incidents were reported On May 6, four incidents were 
dial day - a crjminal damaging reported -- a case of telephone ha­
Clleat 1239 Springwood Ave.; an rassment atOOl University Center; 
-.It at the Nutter Center; a case two hit/skip accidmts (one in Visi­
cidisorderly conduct in the Nutter and a hit/skip accident at 1287 torS Parking and the other in Millett 
Cmttt Parking lot; and a soliciting Springwood Ave. Parking); and a theft in the Spring­
Ct.ntt.r Parking lot 
lways dae incidents -
king loll dmnage accident in K Lot Parking; 
the 
. 
and editing positions. 
Will be open: 
lllti Business Manager 
9t Graphics Manager 
• Production Manager 
9t News Editor 
• Sports Editor 
1!1Jt Spotlight Editor 
~ 
Ill application and more 
information. 
'•IV ~GThe.-.. 




was reported at 1245 Springwood On the first floor ofMillett Hall, 
On May 11 the Department of Ave. on May 10. a case ofmenacingoccurredon May 
Public Safety received reports of In Hamilton Hall, there was re­ 5. 
one property ported case ofmaking false alarms A case of telephone harassment 
onMay9. was reported in the Stearns Building 
llheftat 1269 Springwood Ave.; There were two reported inci- onMay4. 




for 1992-1993 managing 

comedianThe following positions 
Bertice Berry 
• Advertising Manager LA<:J.A\~~<a~ ~<J.'A<J ~~ 
LECTURE & PERFORMANCE 
Chief Photographer Thursday, May 2 
mployment begins in 
June of '92. Stop in 046 2PM 
University Center for Lecture In Med. Sci. 8PM 
Auditorium 

_Dr. Bertice Berry Live Comedy In 

UC Cafeteria ~~ 
I I S I H.I I ! . ~at ...YM.J!!@ 
Registration for fall 
underway; open sign-up 
for summer coming soon 
You can keep your mind end August 20. 
active this summer by taking Fall quarter registration began 
classes at Wright State Saturday. Early registration fees 
University. for fall quarter are due by Aug. 
Open registration will begin 28. 
May27. Office hours for registration 
The last day to register for are Monday through Thursday, 
tenns A and C, without a late fee, 8:30 a.m. to 7:15 p.m., and 
is June 12. Friday, 8:30 am. to 4:45 p.m., in 
Classes for A section will be 145 Allyn. 
held June 15 through July 16; To register by phone call 
Session B will begin July 20 and Raider Express at 873-4400. 
I h<. ::>unJ,ud 1n rht f>.1.ywn Arn tor Qualuy 
Mcx:c.m FovJ anJ lkvcu~c> 
DISCOUNT COUPON 

GOOD AT FAIRBORN ELSA 1S 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR mi!OFF MENU ITEMS 
49 E. Dayton Yellow Springs Rd. 
879-2827 
Park Hills Shopping Plaza 
NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS• VALID ONLY FOR 
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___O_~inion 
Get ready to grin and park it 
Let's face it, a lot of people are 
willing to pay to park at Wright 
State. But what is a fair price to pay 
for that opportunity? 
If you ask Walker Parking 
Consultants/Engineers, Inc. 
(keeping in mind their $41,200 fee) 
they will tell you $180 annually to 
park in the core lots: Millett, 
Creative Arts, Biological Sciences, 
School of Medicine, Rike, 
University Center and Allyn. And 
if that's too much, you would only 
have to pay $100 for the other 
upper campus lots. 
Walker was hired by the 
University to conduct a study on 
the parking situation and to give 
recommendations on how to 
improve it. 
The proposal currently being 
considered by the parking services 
committee involves the 
consolidation of lots to go along 
with the paid parking. That means 
that different permits would be 
specific to the different lots. 
We believe the lot consolidation 
proposal is a great idea. (The idea 
was proposed by Student 
Government last year-forfree­
and was rejected.) Ho~ever, we 
question the need to pay $180 a 






The Guardian is an independent newspaper 
printed weekly during the regular school year 
and monthly during the summer. The 
newspaper is published by students of Wright 
State University and printed on recycled 
paper. Offices are located at 046 University 
Center, Wright State University, Dayton,
Ohio 45435. 
Editorials without bylines reflect a majority 
of the editorial board (editors and assistant 
editors). Editorials with bylines reflect the 
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in 
columns and cartoons are those of the writers 
and artists. 
I(;) 1992 The Guardian 
ADYERTISING POLICY 
The Guardian reserves the right to censor, 
reject or disapprove of any advertising copy 
in accordance with any present or future 
advertising acceptance rules established by
The Guardian. 
Appearance of advertising in The Guardian 
should not be used to infer the staff supports 
or condones the use of any products or 
services mentioned therein. 
parking fee going to get us next year 
that we aren't getting this year? And 
why the need for such a drastic 
change: from free general parking to 
$100 a year for the opportunity to 
park in the same gravel lots, or from 
the present $50 annual B-sticker fee 
for the core lots to next year's 
proposed $180. 
Robert Kretzer, director of 
parking services, has stated that 
unpaid parking is unfair to students 
who don't utilize the campus lots. 
He argues that since parking is paid 
from the general fund, non-drivers 
are helping to subsidize campus 
parking. 
We have to wonder with the 
implementation of paid parking will 
students see a reduction in their 
tuition since the subsidy will no 
longer be needed. 
We also wonder what the cost 
will be to maintain the additional 
staff necessary to handle the 
increased workload inherent to the 
new system. 
After all, we'll need more people 
to shuffle papers, patrol lots and 
hand out tickets. 
With the recent and possible 
future cuts in the state budget, aren't 
we paying enough to attend Wright 
State? 
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"Racism is as American as apple 
pie," Spike Lee said. A British 
newspaper used the same phrase in 
its coverage of the riots in Los 
Angeles. The bitter truth is that the 
statement is correct. 
The "apple pie" statement has 
two purposes. First, there has been a 
deep tradition in this country. 
Second, there is still a lot of racism 
in this country today. 
Whether we want to admit it or 
not, white America is still in a 
position of power, and they are not 
doing a good job of inviting other 
groups into the fold. One need only 
look at the makeup of the U. S. 
government, past and present, to 
understand how true that is. 
That lack of power, combined 
with oppressive economic 
conditions, have left the U.S. inner 
cities in dire straits. A complete lack 
of hope has created a tinderbox in 
the inner cities just waiting for the 
spark that will create an explosion. 
Recently, the decision in the 
Rodney King case provided just that 
spark in Los Angeles. 
So what do we do about it? First, 
let's accept two simple truths. 
First, all people of the world are 
prejudiced. Some are more 
prejudiced than others, but all 
people have some predetermined, 
uneducated opinion against or for a 
particular group. The key to 
fighting racism, especially within 
one's own self, is to learn what your 
prejudices are and fight against 
them. 
Second, racism is deeply 
ingrained in our society. It has 
become a part of belief systems 
everywhere. Just saying racism is 
disappearing is not going to 
diminish that fact- it is a massive 
problem that will take a lot of work 
to irradicate. 
Racism is a problem mainly 
driven by ignorance. We must learn 
the truth about various groups. The 
more people have positive contact 
with the many different groups of 
this country, the more racism is 
going to fade. 
Racism is a serious problem in 
this country. We need to own up to 
our past, and admit how pervasive 
the problem is tcxiay. Only by 
dealing honestly with this grave 
problem can we ever hope of 
getting a stranglehold on this 


























LETIERS TO THE EDITOR 





































I would like to suggest 
that all male babies be 
sterilized at birth. Any 
woman that becomes 
pregnant must have an 
abortion. Sound a bit too 
extreme? How about the 
other extreme, all 
pregnancies must be 
carried to term and no 
binh control except 
abstinence is permitted. 
In the "battle" over 
abortion, pro-choice has 
been put in the position as 
the opposite extreme from 
the "right to life" view. 
Actually the pro-choice 
position is the 
compromise position. 
Many of the people 
marching in Washington 
for choice, escorting 
women into clinics in 
Buffalo, and supporting 
choice generally, are 
personally against 
abortion. 
The attitude that 
abortion is murder is 
based on an individual• s 
personal, moral and 
religious values. America 
was founded on the 
principles of religious 
freedom. While we may 
concerning the unborn, on 
others. 
To paraphrase Pastor 
Niemoller: First they 
outlawed abortion and I 
didn't speak up because I 
was against abortion; 
Then they required prayer 
in school and I didn't 
speak up because it was 
one of my prayers; Then 
they came for the blacks, 
the Jews, the communists, 
the trade unionists, the 

catholics, and I didn't 












Why is it in the United 
States, citizens cannot 
have justice? ls it because 
the United States is a 
racist, sexist and biased 
country?!?! I do not 
understand, what is it? 
Because, to my 
knowledge, is it not a 
country of rights and 
justice for all! 
The Rodney King 
incident, for example, was 
very sad on many points. I 
feel when a man, a human find others religious views 
being was beat severely or practices repugnant, we 
was just out of line by the do not have the right to 
L.A. policemen. Noforce them to accept our 
matter what reason why views. Virtually all 
King was stopped orChristians recognize as 
policemen could not 
control one suspect, they 
do not deserve to be 
classified as law enforcer 
because that seems to me 
to prove that they were 
not well trained. 
As for the ruling to let 
these so-called policemen 
to be found not guilty on 
all charges was simply 
wrong. 
The way I feel and the 
riots convince me that the 
war has just begun. I am 
disgusted as a black 
woman for King, but 
more as a human being. I 
just want to know what is 
happening to human 
rights? Will there be any 







It is really unfair that 
beginning in fall of 1992 
tutoring services must be 
paid for, except if you 
qualify for free tutoring, 
in which case it's only 
tutoring to pay, the 
percentage of students 
entering as first year 
students going on to 
graduate will decrease, 
thus reducing the number 
of current students and 
alumni, both of which are 
important sources of 
income for Wright State. 
Therefore it is essential 
that tutoring services 









I must say Mr. Lucente 
that I disagree entirely 
with your opinion 
regarding the Rodney 
King verdict (May 7. 
" ... and a dissenting 
opinion"). However, you 
are entitled to your 
opinion and I do not 
question that. 
What I do question is 
your choice of quotes. 
I believe you quoted a 
line from the movie 
Heathers saying: "When 
teenagers complain about 
not being treated like 
adults, it's usually 
because they are being 
treated like adults." 
Do you realize Mr. 
Lucente how overtly racist 
this analogy is? Are you 
saying that the under­
represented (minorities) 
are equivalent to 
immature teenagers? 
People who are 
anything other than the 
"white male majority" are 
constantly experiencing 
the "isms" of inequality. 
When we stop being 
judged by our differences, 
and stop being treated as 
lesser individuals, we will 
stop fighting for equality. 
That time is obviously not 
upon us. 
It amazes me to see 
that the news editor of a 
university newspaper can 
be so uninformed about 
prejudice. 
Perhaps you and your 
staff at The Guardian 
should consider diversity 
training. 
GINA BURCH 
Share your opinion with name,free for the first two years. 
the Wright State and class standing. It seems to me that 
academic performance community by writing a Libelous or offensive 
letter to the editor and letters will be rejected, as will suffer which is a price 
addressing it to: will letters that requesttoo high to pay, since 
students failing classes The Guardian-letters money from readers. 
WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND? 
telephone number 
046 University Center The Guardian reserves ,arrested, did not cause one will mean more dropouts wrong any attempt to 
Dayton, Ohio 45435 the right to reject letters unarmed man to be beat from the university, and force non-Christians to 
by four armed policemen thus less income. dealing with theologicalaccept Christ, yet the 
and many other policemen If it becomes a Letters should be under arguments or letters which "right to lifers" find no 
standing around. If as requirement for students 400 words and include a make allegations thatcontradiction in trying to 
force their religious views supposed trained 
. , 
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Millett fire alarms fail ... 
photo by Dave Hwang 
A Miiiett Hall dumpster fire early last week may have exposed a potential safety 
problem to students. According to a Department of Public Safety memorandum "at 
no time during this fire was the Millett Hall alarms activated and there was heavy 
smoke In the building." The fire occurred near the shipping and receiving area at 
approximately 1 :30 a.m., May 6. The memo said the fire department was unable to 
extinguish the fire and required the assistance of a WSU tow truck and tractor. 
School of Medicine doctor 
elected a~sociation president 
Dr. Walter A. Reiling, Jr. of medical staff at Good Samaritan 
Centerville was elected president Hospital, and has privileges at 
of the Ohio State Medical severalotherDaytonareahospitals. 





1067 Kauffman Ave. 
Skyway Plaza 
879-7222 
Now serving great 
lunch combo's. 
VVC>RLD CLASS 
PRICES • SERVICE • QUALITY 
ALL FACTORY REBATES PLUS 
THESE DISCOUNTS 
•COLLEGE GRADUATION PROGRAM $500 
•FIRST TIME BUYER $400 





1001 N. Broad Street 
Fairborn, Ohio 45324 
(513) 878-3471 
Association at its annual meeting, 
held recently in Dayton. 
Reiling, a clinical professor of 
surgery and associate director of 
the surgical residency program at 
theWrightStateUniversitySchool 
of Medicine, graduated from the 
University of Dayton and earned 
his medical degree from Harvard 
Medical School. A board-certified 
general surgeon, Reiling is on the 





approached the Student Budget 
Board about changing a $730 loan 
to agrant after losing money at the 
WSU Game Fair. 
Student Budget Board Chair 
Guild 
Reiling has long been active in 
organized medicine, having served 
as president of the Montgomery 
County Medical Society; as an 
OSMA Council member; as a 
delegate to the OSMA; as .an 
alternate delegate to the American 
Medical Association; and as a 
member of the governing council 
of the Medical Staff Section of the 
AMA. 
Kim Covert said at the board 
meeting Monday, the Adventurer's 
Guild lost money on the January 
eventbecauseattendancewaslower 
than expected. 
"I think they over-anticipated 
the number of people who 
auendcd," saidboardmemberGary 
McQuown, 0 They were very 
optimistic." 
Covert said the Game Fair in 
1991 was very successful and the 
Guild expected this year's event to 
double in si7.e. 
They rented a lot ofextra chairs 
and tables but not enough people 
showed up, she said 
The board will meet with 
Adventurer's Guild this week 
discuss the matter. 
Stop by ALLYN HALL 
10:00 - 3:00, 5:00 - 7:00 May 18th & 19th 

10:00- 3:00 May 20th 
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The 19'J2-93 wsu Artist Se­
..will offer a little something for 
everyone: jazz, classical and tradi­on OOnal music as well as some com­
fdy.Thisseason will mark the 25th 
)'f.11 of the WSU Artist Series. 
Lovers ofpolitical satire won't 
Wiil to miss the return of The 
Capitol Steps. Made up of current 
mdpat U.S. Congressional staff, 
Ille cast provides a humorous look 
imo political life in Washington, 
D.C. The group will appear at the 
Nutter Center on September 26, 
199'2 al 8 p.m. 
Renowned pianist Leon Bates 
willonce again bring his talents to 
Ille Anist Series. Bates has per­
fll'lled throughout the United 
5* and around the world An 
111111111 scholarship in Bates' name 
as Ileen established by Wright 
S.llld isgiven to an outstanding 
.mority high school senior plan­
lilg toauend the university. Bates 
~th 
D 
1ne ~oao Japanese Percussion Ensemble wlll play during the 25th Anlst Serles season. 
lions from renaissance torock, they the only woman to reach the finals 
have displayed their talents on "'The and the first woman to be the gold 
Tonight Show," at Carnegie Hall medal winner. 
and at Kennedy Center. Subscriptions for the 1992-93 
Gail Niwa, theGinaBauchauer Artist Series are now on sale. The 
International Piano Competition series of six performances costs 
1991 winner, willpresentaspecial $60 for the general public; $50 for 
performance for series subscrib­ WSU faculty, staff, Alumni Asso­
ers. The performance will take ciation and senior citizens; $30 for 
place on May 12, 1993 at 8 p.m. in students; and $25 for WSU stu­
theCreativeArtsCenter. Niwa was dents. 
journey through communism's last stronghold 

Reprdtess of what your pass­
says, and what your country 
like you to believe, a trip to 
is possible today. In fact two 
students (myself, manage­
senior and Glen Brailey, po­
science senior) along with a 
of 17 other Americans vis­
Cuba as members of a Global 
ge Environmental Study 
tion from April 17-26. 
Global Exchange is an organi­
illtion based in San Francisco open 
anyone which arranges trips to 
· world countries. 
Like most Americans, we 
't sure what to expect in the 
unist country perched just 
miles south of our border. Most 
· an' s impressions of Cuba 
made up of a mix of political 
will perform on October 28, 1992 
at the Victoria Theatre in Dayton. 
The Creative Arts Center will 
be the site of a unique blend of 
musical and literary enjoyment on 
January 24, 1993 at 3 and 7 p.m. 
Malcolm Dalglish, Glen Velez and 
the Indiana University Youth Choir 
will present "Hymnody of Earth," 
composed of songs blending the 
hammer dulcimer, hand percussion 
and choir . 
The sounds of the Orient will 
fill the air as the Japanese percus­
sion ensemble Kodo joins the Art­
ist Series. Kodo will energize the 
audience on February 18, 1993 at8 
p.m. at Memorial Hall. Drums, 
dance, the shamisen, mime and the 
bamboo flute are just a few of their 
many talents. 
Credited with bringing Ameri­
canjazz to the postwar Soviet Union 
in 1959 and China in 1981, the 
Mitchell- Ruff Duo will liven up 
the Creative Arts Center on 
Wednesday, March 10, 1993 at 8 
p.m. Dwike Mitchell and Willie 
Ruff have toured with jazz legends 
Duke Ellington, Dizzy Gillespie 
and Louis Armstrong. 
In 1993, The King's Singers 
will celebrate their 25th anniver­
sary as they return to Memorial 
Hall. TheywillappearonApril28, 
1993 at 8 p.m. Performing selec­
out, are repressed and areheld pris­
oner in their country with Berlin 
Wall style barriers, all Cubans are 
vicious drug dealers, just like ones 
in Scarface. Well, we found outall 
these things were true ... not! 






Jose Martl International Airport 
after leaving Miami on a Haitian 
Airline charter less than an hour 
earlier. The airport consisted of 
tworunwaysandonebarn-liketer­
minal full of duty-free shops sell­
ing first and last chance booze and 
cigars. Palm trees swayed in the 
breeze near the airport. and the 
scene brought to mind images of 
how I always pictured a banana 
==:!J f'•~-~--~-=±~!d'!!Cu~~.:=fe~lic. to.~I?~·-f.hh, we.were-
Tickets for a series ofany three 
performances cost half of the full 
season price. 
Tickets for individual perfor­
mances will be on sale starting 
August 10, 1992. Individual tick­
ets will cost $12 for the general 
public; $10 for WSU faculty, staff, 
Alumni Association and senior citi­
zens; $6 for students; and $5 for 
WSU students. 
suddenly living in a Jimmy Buffet 
song, "Down to the banana repub­
lic, down to the tropical sun, with 
the expatriated Americans, look­
ing to have some fun ... " 
Unfortunately, the current situ­
ation in Cuba lends itself to any­
thing but a festive, holiday experi­
ence. TheUnitedStatesenactedan 
effectively complete embargo of 
trade with Cuba in the early 1960s, 
shortly afterFidel Castro and com­
pany overthrew the U.S. supported 
government of Fulgencio Batista 
and took power in the much 
ballyhooed revolution of 1959. 
Castro dismantled what he felt was 
an imperialistic U.S. domination 
of assets, land and industry and 
repatriated these shortly after tak­
ing power. 
Why the U.S. refuses to trade 
even food with Cuba 30 years after 
some wealthy Americans and Cu­
1 

Photo by Biii Dllnlela 
A sugar grower whittles a stalk for the visitors to taste. 
new Cuban government is difficult toward the U.S. It depicted Ronald 
to understand. Surprisingly, most Reagan in a clownish Uncle Sam 
Cubansdon'thavehostilefeelings outfitandread:"Burnthefool,not 
toward the people of the U.S. A the flag." 
shirt, one Cuban, was wearing In flight, while approaching 
bans lost money and land ao ~e J._., :;eemed to sum up their f~i~~-1 ._.0 11 11....~~" Pfl!ANP Jii·w.JJ(, 




inadequately tries to handle between a free market, or capitalis­
Havana's 2 million plus residents. tic society, and a socialistic society ''Cuba'' Due to the dilapidated condition of is the idea of free enterprise forces 
mostof the buildings over the sew­ shaping an economy versus cen­continued from page 7 
age sub-system within the city, tralized planning of an economy. 
Havana, we noticed only a few work to improve it is basically im­ Cuba has been incredibly success­
trucks driving on the highways possible. ful in planning education and medi­
below, and for a city of m<X"C than According to Manuel Alpez,an cal treatment for its people. 
2 million people, a conspicuous urban planner and the director of The literacy rate in Cuba is ap­
absence of cars. This was the first the Cuban Ministry ofTransporta­ proximately 97 percent, and the 
sign ofthe severe economic trouble tion in Havana, raw sewage with life expectancy is close to that of 
Cuba is experiencing today. In the virtually no treaunent is simply the US-about71 years.A graphic 
midst of what was commonly re· piped 100 meters into the Atlantic example of the success of medical 
ferred to as their "special situa­ Ocean to a depth of 10 meters. A planning since 1959 is that 53 per­
tion," Cuba has been without aid, cent of Cuba's population today is 
I I 11' trade credits or oil from the former 30 years old or younger. 

Soviet Union and other Eastern Where the success has been 

"Beneath these drab, European block countries for over lacking is in the area of economic111 'h a year. gray, crumbling struc­ development Cuba still relies on 

The results of this cutback by sugar cane production as its largest 




own respective economic difficul­ system, constructed in recently as a distant second, and 

ties has led to severe shortages and tobacco and nickel mining round­
II I the 1920s and designed 
radical changes for the people of ing out the bulkofCuba'seconomy. (I1 for a population ofil 1 Cuba. The amount o.f oil available They have had great difficulty in I' 
:\I 
to Cuba went from 13 million tons 500,000, inadequately developing heavy industry with­

in 1990 to an estimated six million out trade with the U.S.
tries to handle Havana's 
tons in 1992. Although things are bad for 
Besides the lack ofoil available 2 million plus residents." Cuba, the people generally suppon 

for domestic industrial and trans­ the government and still think of 

portation needs, a bigpartofCuba's Fidel Castro as their"belovedrevo­

foreign trade was re-exporting So­ problem, though, is the pipe effec­ lutionary sweetheart." He is well­

viet oil asa source ofincome. So the tively dumps the sewage 20 meters liked and referred to as the leader 

loss of this revenue source affects from the coast of Havana because who gave Cubans their dignity back 

Photo by Biii DtlI the health of the nation's economy ofleaks in the pipe, creating at least from imperialistic oppression. No 
I in a dramatic way. aone-kilometerradiusareaofcon­ one knew where Castro was at any The romanticizing of revolutionary the government propaganda to 
/\ 
Havana itself is a city desper­ tamination from the sewage's point time, though, since Fidel has many heroes and the constant pressure what the country is really like.) 
I ately in need of renovation, both ofexit He stated that their goal by houses. from the big hostile country to the may find that people are peI \, cosmetically and structurally. It the year 2000 was to pipe the sew­ Although Fidel's face adorns an north keeps the revolutionary spirit regardless of political ideol 
looked as though no building had age 500 meters out to a depth of 20 occasional billboard, the likeness of very much alive in Cuba. beliefs,and there are probably 
been painted since 1959. Beneath meters to achieve a better dilution fellow revolutionary Ernesto "Che" Ifyou get the chance, go see the similarities in our respective 
these drab, gray, crumbling struc­ of sewage into the sea. Of course, Guevara is displayed much more Floridita Bar and Grill in Old Ha­ terns than differences. You 
tures, a sewer and waste system, the Cubans have a lot of plans for frequently. Che died a few years vana where they keep a special even find that the children smile 
constructed in the 1920s and de­ many things. after the Cuban revolution while barstool roped off, awaiting Papa just as big in Cuba as they d 









- ·PhollD by Biii DaroM 
(Above) Whh Havana In the distance, a fisherman hopes for a bhe. Due to economic problems, many citizens are forced to use ration booklets (below' 
-
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iJ Dobrladans **** 
verybody sing: "Cruella 
Cruella DeVil. Ifshe doesn't 
no evil thing will ... "No­
Bandits **** 
indeed,Terry Gilliam (The 
King) can make an incred­
. ·ve, funny film with­
. g heavy-handed. Filied 
y hilarious visits to vari­
e periods like ancient 
chedelia in the vein of such bands blendingmelodicvocalsandagreat ·bet. winning, . Ru~i .. replied. ..in chuteb and having faith to 
as Lush and My Bloody Valentine pop hook. The other songs offer a \, ..J>rjvileg~)'etpr-oudtol)echosen ·' conduct hersel' ln society. 
with hotwired noise mixed with grittier guitar oriented sound, ·= )o serve my : Arrican~American .= MarQueuia said that tbe nigh 
almost dancey beats. Singer Toni sounding more like Social Distor­ : ., brothers ~d siSters," MarQuettla . school seniors who visited the 
Halliday's vocals, at times cool lion than Jesus Jones. The Veldt Said that 811(; didn't thiDk she was past weekend: should trust 
and constrained, are quite capable creates songs with a lot of energy goingtowini~saying~!te"looked themselves instead of others 
of many emotional highs, and pro- and diversity in styles, but some- down the line(ofcontestants) and when they gettocollege, because 
videan intense vibrancy. (Joel.aw­ times have a decided lack ofacces­ thought, ·no, rm not going to win it will bring them closer to their 
rence) sibility. (Joe Lawrence) it.w :Rupert's mother and friends goals • 
.-~~~~~~_..:...:.~~~~~~-=~~...:........:.~~~.:__~__; 
• Napoleon's rule and the 
of the Titanic, this movie is 
TAKE DRUOS AND LOSE. 
If you think drugs cost a lot 
now, wait until after college. 
They could cost you a career. 
Last year alone, America's 
businesses lost more than $60 
billion to drugs. So this year, 
most of the Fortune 500 will be 
administerini drug tests. 
Failing the test means you won't 
be considered for employment. 
And that's one hell of a price 
to pay. 
WE'RE PUTTillG DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS. 
Ill DI 
Parlnnship for a Drug-Fru America 
Courtyard ~pt§. 
NOW LEASING ••. 
e SIGN UP NOW FO~ FAl.L. 
• 5 IJMM~f' Ft~NTAL OPilONAL­
e G~OUP HOME5; 2 -6 STU.DI:~ 
e I Oil Z 5i"Ut7e-NT APT~. 
~·...,...~- e LOW IZAIS:5 / FLUlN15H~P 
e pc 9 P1'""/ BY MON'fH, orr: QUA211SR
eolo · 
a~~e + f160. ~~~r P&flSON 
You 2 s-rLJPfW1' -MINIMUM 
eyd 224·3022 orz9S·9234 
R RESIDENTIAL COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 
For more information call the RCA/NRHH 
office at 873-2410 
Meetings are in U.C., Room 045, 
Thursdays at 4:00 p.m. 
Incredibly, this film is still pi­
geonholed as being either for the 
ics. (Scott Copeland) ' JVnght S~Univemty'retently <?f~~shman fll8JOf1Dg m music 
'= ~~theConeettHallintheC.reati.ve ?' ~ducation with a minor in j 
headsetorforthekids(scarypair­ Stanley,Sono/Theodore:Yet .· JAjtsCenter.Rupertisthesecond ·, communication. When asked i 
ing, isn't it?). Don't you believe it. 
This film has enough charm, wit, 
imagination, and of course, music 
to appeal to everyone. It easily 
ranks with Disney's best. And re­
member, nothing is Beatle-proof. 
Another AUernative Mu.sic Sam-
pier ***** 
This is what a music sampler is 
supposed to be. Sony Music took 
songs from some of their biggest 
alternative artists and then put it 
.<:_:~of thispageantth.81,hasbeen .·. :,,:::\Vhat qualities won it for her, she 
<i~J#ded ~ ·Part ot ' lhcF~~~n/!:!:~::~~?;rthink maybe because I 
' .AJnerican W.eektod Getaway. /:::· was myself. ··· l wasn't 
:s,,:;:: R~por(),;won tti.i :J>Ve:ra\ll . ::, overoonfidenL I was relaxed. I 
=' roropeutiOO, PanieQla#Y puttinB· ..w~ not there to compete. but 
,,,, ~lf ~i\ead · dutjng·=:~ Ulleot .· &.hcrcjustto~anothecquality 
(Eric Robinette) Playing Sunday out at a reduced price. The music 
at 7p.m., 116 Health Sciences ranges from The Shamen to Pearl 
Jam to Public Enemy to Indigo 
'1 does it like Disney. Bonus 
b iepeat viewers: count the Music 
Girls. There's something for ev­
eryone to love ... and hate. (Scott 
Copeland) 
(Scott Copeland) Showing 
nutweek in the Rathskel- Curve - Doppelganger The Veldt-Marigold*** 
Curve creates a brew of psy­**** 
The lead song "CCCP" starts 
this EP out on a near perfect note, ·. . WhenastcedhoWsbCfdtab()ut · mOth.crforthewayshewasmised 
Spotlight 9Thursday, May 14, 1992 The Guardian 
ore capsule reviews 'Ri.f ert'ricimed the 

.. }::::f::::::::::::::: g :::;:::;:.:. ··. .·:,::;::. .;... · . 
• Gilliam's most purely entertaining ShootingGallery-Shooting ::riew·:1;=.::Mg t,:<,'' Black . ws u 
0 v Ies ~~~:~~~~~si::i~~~~ ~c: Gal~~y~::led out from under a ::;:.2~~i;::~ig ' r=:,;::::i/. ;;~.:.::.:r ~~!-:=·:::=::::::::..: :=pv~ ·:~ u.: encouragement to . 
m~ch. (Eric Robinette) Playing rock to deliver this pile of crud, .:A ·1 ,$ =·'' ir ··=== E:::;::: · \!.:=:: ~n. saying~ ID?tber told her, 
FridayandSaturdayat8p.m.,116 now let's hope they go back where ==: ~~. ; .· ,,, ~~ }l~,,,,,~!tor tff ::::::: If you have faith m God and do 
Health Sciences they came from. This is the em- .==+ Famifyarid friendiliUShed ilie ''\Y®r best. you will always come 
YtllowSubmarine ***** =:~~s~;:i~~!~:=~ ~:!j:!i ~J~~,:;::::: ;~=~" is.~. , 19~!ear·o~d 
l 
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It is time someone said the ob­
vious: Saturday Night Live sucks. 
It would appear that/nLiving Color 
is following it down the same path. 
Can either of these formerly excel­
lent variety shows be saved? 
First, let us dissect the prob­
lems of Saturday Night Live. Each 
week, they follow the same pat­
tern. The first sketch, usually po­
litically oriented, is pretty funny. 
Last week's spoof of H. Ross Perot 
The Wright State 
Student Media is made 
up of the campus 
newspaper The 
Guardian, the campus 
radio station WWSU 
106.9 FM, and the 
NEXUS Literary 
Magazine. Students are 
encouraged to join 
these media and gain a 
first hand look at how 
things are done. By 
taking COM 130/330 
students can also gain 
college credit for their 
participation. For more 
information on The 
Wright State Student 
Media contact any of 
the groups listed above, 
offices for all these 
groups are in the 
University Center 
Building, or talk to 
your individual adviser. 
is an excellent example. By taking 
hisstarementsand slowly but surely 
exaggerating them, the sketch flat 
outwodced. 
The rest of the sketches follow 
the same pattern: Crack a joke at 
the beginning, and whether it is 
funny or not, beat it to death for the 
duration of the sketch. A perfect 
exampleofthisislastweek'ssketch 
about the "Fan Club of the guy who 
played Mr. Belvedere." Whether 
or not you find that joke funny, it is 
not fUMy enough to be the only 
joke of the whole sketch. 
The major flaw of the show is 
its writing. There is no develop­
mentof jokesand nosenseofkeep­
ing the entire sketch funny. While 
there are a couple who appear to be 
good, most of the writers have got­
ten lazy. 
But a more fundamental flaw 
of the show is its cast. It used to be 
that Saturday Night Live recruited 
most of its cast from performance 
troops such as Second City. There 
members learn how to create many 
different characters. 
Now, however, most of the cast 
Saturday Night 
Live and In Living 
Color are now 
mere shadows of 
their glorious past 
are stand up comedians. Most of 
them have no sense of different 
portrayals, so they play the same 
bland characters from sketch to 
sketch. Most of these cast mem­
hers need to be replaced by actual 
Open: 11-2:30am Sunday - Thursday 
11-5:00am - Friday &Saturday 
Kru:nikaze Beach Club 
NOW HIRING Buxom, 

Beautiful, Babes to walk 

around in bikinis on our own 

beach selling "tooters". 







In Living Color's problems are 
notas acute. For the most part, they 
have an excellent comic cast, once 
they reduce the number of mem­
berswiththelastnameofWayans. 
But this season the show has taken 
a turn for the worse. 
Someone at the show has be­
come overly impressed with reoc­
curring characters. "Men On Film" 
may have been funny the first time, 
but it has grown tired. Fire Marshal 
Bill never was funny, but that sure 
hasn 'tstopped the show from bring­
ing him back. 
These constant reoccurring 
characters are taking precedence 
over what was their forte: satire. 
The first year of the show was 
marked by hilarious satire ofa wide 
variety of famous people. When 
they do that now, it is still hilari­
ous, but they are not doing it 
enough. 
Obviously, the main cul 
once again, the writing. In · 
Color has suffered a lot of 
in this department in its bri 
tory, and it shows. The re 
writers, instead of finding new 
to spoof, have gotten lazy. 
This is not an irreversible 
lem. What the show needs isa 
transfusion of new blood. Tu 
of the show is still solid, the1 
need to reinvigorate Ute w 
Hopefully, they will tAlce acti 
the off-season to salvage the 
Saturday Night Live, ho 
is in deeper trouble. This 
become too complacent The 
lion has become so bad it 
quire. complete overthrow. 
hope they act quick, before 
ruin the legacy of one of the 
comedy shows in the history of 
vision. 
Repeatability Bonuse 
for New clients 
and Return Bonuses 
• Pay Unexpected Bills 
• Earn up to $150 per month 
~ PLASMA ALLIANCE 
Ccw11111tted to Autophef.... ­
.. futMt. ufest way IO dcM*9 Pluma 

___HOURS..--­
Mon. - Thura. 8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
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Sat. SW1. a:oo a.m. - 3;oo p.m. 
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photos by Megan Jorgenson 
WSU pitcher Julle Sroufe (right) couldn't stlHle the 
Valparlaso bats In a 3-2 loss, ending the Raiders run at the 
North Star tltle. Above, Kelly Goodwin attempts to shut 
,,, down a rally with the throw to first. Wright State hosted 
the tournament May 9·11, the first time WSU has done so. 
.­ ...... ... .. 
Softball lacks offense to upset opponents 
Ken Paxson 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Despite excellent defense and 
an outstanding pitching perfonn­
ance from sophomore Brandee 
....,________, Mikulich, the Wright State Uni­
1rts CALENDAR 
May 14 ·' 
versity softball team was unable to 
pull out a victory in the North Star 
Conference tournament May 9-11 
atWSU.
U~I at Mid-Con Mikulich pitched seven in­
in Illinois-Chi~go,t::. nings of scoreless ball in Friday's 
·:·. /~:~:::...: · :::-·::: <r;=-··~:i:)· 
~~~I~~$ 
···:· Wnl)~.'. · ' won, because we would'veplayed
-Jt:: .... •., .,:;:.: ._ ._..: · ..·:> .. · Northern lliinois, and we hadn't 
··3l~i'·lt\l~•111 :1:1·1: :i\ll\:\: ~C:ts~ all year because of 
Although they lost the first 
game, the Lady Raiders still had 
hopes of coming from behind and 
winning a game or two in the 
double-elimination tournament 
Their next opponent was Val­
paraiso on Saturday, and Wright 
ing, but could only get across the 
plate once in the bottom of the 
seventh and lost a 3-2 heart­
brealcer. Hawker, though, was 
proud of his team's perfonnance 
regardless of their win-loss rec­
ord. 
"We just couldn't put everything together 
and score some runs. A lack of experience 
and freshman jitters were a problem, but 
some questionable calls took us out of some 
innings. That has happened a lot this year." 
State appeared poised and ready 
to steal a victory. Wright State 
drew first blood, scoring for the 
first time in the tournament to take 
a 1-0 lead after three innings. The 
lead held until the fifth inning, 
when Valparaiso scored twice off 
starter Julie Sroufe to take a 2-1 
advantage. VU added a run in the 
top ofthe seventh to take a 3-1 lead 
that Wright State could not ova-­
come. 
Wright State came out swing­
-Jerry Hawker 
"Both of the games were well 
played, and both of them were one 
run losses," said Hawker. "We 
just couldn't put everything to­
gether and score some runs. A lack 
ofexperience and freshman jitters 
were a problem, but some ques­
tionable calls took us out of some 
innings. That has happened a lot 
this year." 
After the tournament, Hawker 
reflected on a frustrating year for 
him and his team. 
"I would've liked to have seen 
more wins," said Hawker. "We 
made a good showing at the tour­
nament. Akron's got a reputation, 
and we played them tough. In that 
first game, a lot of people stuck 
around to see the end of the game, 
and we got some peoples auen­
tion." 
Hawker values this 30-loss 
season, because he believes it will 
eventually help his young team to 
play at a competitive level on a 
more consistent basis. He added 
that not much recruiting will be 
needed because the nucleus of the 
team has already been built 
around mostly underclassmen. 
"We need to fill in some posi­
tion players to back up our loose 
spots and add a pitcher that has a 
different speed than the ones we 
have now," said Hawker. ''The 
experience in the tournament will 
also help next year. The freshman 
got a lot of playing time and that 
hasapositiveeffectonthem. They 
know they can compete on this 
level now, and we won't have the 
problem of freshman jiuers next 
year. We'll be back sttong next 
year." 
12 The Guardian Thursday. May 14, 1992 
WSU ties school record 
by finishing off Findlay 
Ken Paxson 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Wrapping up the season in 
superb fashion was the goal of 
women's tennis head coach Char­
lie Painter and that is just what his 
Raiders did. 
Painter took no chances with 
the weather for his team's final 
match of the season against Find­
lay. 
He wanted to tie the school 
record for wins, so he moved the 
match inside to the Dayton Tennis 
Center and got just what he was 
looking for, a 9-0 defeat of an 
ovennatched Findlay team. 
WSU's Lisa Walter ended her 
freshman season at 15-9witha6-l, 
6-0 defeat of Findlay's Jill Hack­
enberg in first singles. At second 
singles, WSU's other freshman 
Dianna Marshall took an easy 6-0, 
6-0 victory from Findlay's Lori 
Wise to end her season at 18-6. 
WSU's Mandi Mullins contin­
ued to play well with her 6-2, 6-3 
beating ofFindlay's Susan Miller. 
In fourth singles, WSU's Beth 
Starrett won 6-2, 6-0 proving to be 
too much for Findlay's Monique 
Roberts. 
Kelli Price of WSU stole away 
the closest match of the day from 
Findlay's Kris Kelly 7-5, 6-3. 
Senior Ginger Rapp, playing her 
last singles match for WSU, didn't 
have much time to savor the 
moment because of her swift 6-1, 
6-0 defeat of Findlay's Aimee 
Goulait. 
Noneof the doubles teams had 
any trouble either, completing the 
sweep for the Raiders. 
The win propelled the Raiders 
to an impressive 13-8 finish on the 
season and reversed what had been 
a disappointing fall (3-9). 
Not only did WSU tie the rec­
ord for wins, Marshall came within 
two wins of tying the individual 
school record for wins --- making 
her second on the all-time list for 
number of individual wins in a 
season. 
"Dianna had a great year," said 
Painter. "She'sonlyafreshman,so 
she'll have plenty of chances to 
beat the school record." 
Dianna Marshall 
the better play of the entire team. 
"I'd like to tell you it's all 
coaching, but it's not," said 
Painter. "We just got more and 
more focused al the end of the 
season. We played increasingly 
better as the season wenton andcut 
What really turned things our unforced errors down." 
around for WSU was the tremen- Painter was enthusiastic about 
dous play of the two freshman and the future of his team and the abil-
Ginger Rapp 
ity of the Raiders to com 
even better competition 
son. 
"I was real excited a 
team in the fall, and I still 
Painter. "I really believe 
year we will start beating the 
(Mid-American Confe 
schools and that will beour 
accomplishment" 
Wright State ends golf season; competiti 
mauls Raiders-in the Wolverine Invitation~· 
Monica Bucklew one of several members who has "Sammy has been the mental performances will not affect next Papke. 
Associate Writer traveled to every tournament, ech­ backbone of the team and I lcnow season• s schedulesince this season WSU had a poor sho 
oed those sediments. it's been tough for him missing so determines which tournaments the final tournament of the 
The WSU golf team's season "Seven weekends straight out much school," said Papke. Senior WSU will be invited to. but they aren't making 
maybeover,butthat'snotprevent­ oftown ... itgets old real fast," said Tony Elieff is theonly player being "We needed to get more notice cuses. in aing theRaiders from looking ahead Arnold. in our dis­ "The weather was meetinto next season. The men­ 11 ln the next two years though, as we gain trict," said some of the guys parenu !by"I'll be playing in local and tal part of the 
experience, we're going to let them know where 
golfer there...we just didn't play 
state townaments trying to stay game is key at Chris Cad- said Papke. "We haven't 
competitive," said golfer Bart the college Wright State is." -Bart Papke wallader. in the last round yet this y 
Papke of his summer plans. level, accord­ "We've that's partially experience.' 
But now the players are just ing to Papke. And with only one lost this year. been the youngest team at every Kevin Jones led WSU lhis 
trying to relax after a long season. senior and junior on the team, "Hiscontribution will be sorely tournament, and a lot of it is an ex- Wolverine Invite May 9-10 winove 
















... it'sbeenintenseforthemembers gaps. Arnold has filled this need all really been there for us," added years though, as we gain experi- Overall Wright State p w 
that have played in every tourna- season, making strong showings in Papke. ence, we're going to let them know ofl9 teams, its lowestshow· State 
ment." said Papke. Sam Arnold, every tournament. WSU is hoping its less than par where Wright State is," said season 
NBA at Nutter Center Wright State signs recruit 
The Oeveland Cavaliers and 
Charlotte Hornets will invade the 
ErvinJ.NuuerCenterOctobel' 15 
in a National Basketball Associa­
tion game. 
Tickets for the game are 
$22.50, $15.50 and $9, but a $4 
discount is offered to college and 
high school students with a valid 
school l.D. The discount is valid 
on the $15.50 and $9 tickets only 
and is valid for one ticket only. 
Tickets can be obtained in per­
son at the Nutter Center Box Of­
fice (cash only) or all TicketMas­
ter locations. A handling fee will 
be added at the TicketMaster out­
lets. 
Tickets can also be charged by 
phone Monday through Friday 
from 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Saturday 
from 9 a.m.-7 p.m.; and Sunday 
from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. In Dayton, 
the·nwnberis(513}228-2323and 
in Cincinnati call (513) 749­
4949. There is also a handling 
charge for charg~by-phone or­
ders. 
Requests by mail are also 
being accepted. Send a self-ad­
dressed, stamped envelope with 
check or money order Nutter 
Center Box Office, WSU, Day­
ton, OH, 45435. Make check or 
money orders out to Wright State 
University and add a $2.50 han­
dling fee. 
For more information, call the 




High School: Northmont (third 
leading scorer; 24 goals and 10 
assists senior year). Reached state 
semifinals with 16-3-2 record. 
Won state titles freshman and 
sophomore seasons. 
Honors: National Soccer 
Coaches Assoc. of America All­
Central Region; All-Ohio; All­
Miami Valley (2 yrs.); All-Miami 
Valley North; All-Greater Miami 
Valley Conference. 
Rana Watkins 
High School: Withrow 
(Cincinnati). 
Honors: All-Metro County 
Conference 
Swimming and Diving 
Lee Litherland 
High School: Lebanon 
(Waynesville) 
Honors: Member of 1992 
National Championship 
Countryside YMCA; member of 
three national championship relay 
teams; set national record in 800 
free relay; high school state finalist 
in 100 butterfly and 200 
intermediate. 
Jim Dixon (diver) 
High School: Valley Forge 
(Parma Heights) 
Honors: Third in state senior 
year; All-State; undefeated inLalce 
Erie League; All-League (3 yrs.); 
holds two Valley Forge records in 
I-meterboard (275.85.on six!~ 
and 491.40 on 11 dives). It.LA 
Men's Soccer IN 
Brett Becker (Forward) 
ca 
High School: Ch 
Brother College H.S. (St. 
Honors: Team 
honorable mention All· 
League, team Most Val AN 
Player, Coach's Award. 
Ty Manley (Midfi 
defender) 
Hjgh School: 
(Westerville) t r.....it 
All-Ohio Capital Confereri 
District; defensive Most V 
runner· 
~: All-Ohio Aca TT j 
Player; Regional 
1991. 
SportS Thursday May 14. 1992 The Guardian 13 
iders r.ip Cleveland State to finish regular 
ason; set sights on Illinois-Chicago in Mid-Con 
WrightState baseball team 
some interesting games 
Cleveland State this year, 
Nischwitz. "We jumped out front 
and they fought their way back.We 
ended up 17-3 in the conference. 
Akron was 15-7. We were two up 
on them in the win column." 
· g a 21-1 hammering May 
And the Raiders hope to be up 
on everyone else in the Mid-Con 
tourney. 
perhaps the best and most 
· game came one day later 
. tState played possibly its 
on the current field. Next 
"The league championship 
detennines who wins the confer­
ence," said Nischwitz. "Now we 
have to start all over. The advan­
tage is we face the third-place team 
in the West. Ifwe win, we face the 





Raiders hope to move to 
· J. Nutter Center for their 
· g, however, as senior 
baseman Jon Sbrocco 
home Doug Lowe in the 
of the seventh to end 
Wright State enters the tourney 
with strong pitching, including 
staff ace Brian Anderson, who 
holds a 10-3 record. r,~lbeour 
r 
ht State's dominance at Anderson -a sophomore -
set the school record for complete 
games with 10 and has 102 strike­
outs in 89.7 innings pitched. He 










Freshman pitcher Darrell Back 
set a school record for wins as a 
frosh, finishing the regular season 
8-2. 
Offensively, Sbrocco in­
creased his batting average to .405 
by going 5-7 against Cleveland 
State in the last doubleheader. 
Sbrocco leads the team in runs 
(45), hits (64), games started (47), 
doubles (12) and on-base percent­
age. 
The four-day conference tour­
nament begins May 14 and the fi­
nals will be played May 17 at Illi­
nois-Chicago. 
This is Wright State's first year 
in the tournament. 
'S NO JOKEI 
HAHA PIZZA IS AN ALTERNATIVE 
JOINT FEATURING ZILLIONS OF 
INGREDIENT OPTIONS (FROM 
ANCHOVIES TO ZUCCHINI), 
EMADE WHITE OR WHOLE WHEAT 
CRUST, PIZZA, CALZONE, 
ANDWICHES, SALADS, NATURAL 
JUICES, TEAS AND SODAS. 
~ IN AND EXPERIENCE A CHINA COLA 
1-0hioAca )4HA PIZZA -
J Confereri '°-""'"' wk#t or wlto/1 wltld m1t 761-2131 
1ve Most V '" plzu 1111; cll/ZQM fr\ 
\1:>) 
photo by Tony Ciarlariello 
WSU's Jon Sbrocco hopes to be swinging a hot bat as the Raiders search for a 
conference championship May 14-17 at llllnols-Chlcaao 
Mid-Con Schedule 
-Brian Anderson 
May 14: Game 1. Akron /W. 
Ill.; Game 2. WSU/111.-Chicago; 
Game 3. EIU/Youngstown. 
May 15: Game 4. Loser {Gl)/ 
Loser (G2); Game 5. Winner (G2)/ 
Loser (G3); Game 6. Winner (Gl)/ 
Winner (G3). 
IF FOUR TEAMS REMAIN 
May 16: Game 7. Winner 
(G4)/Loser (G6); Game 8. Winner 
(G5) vs. Winner (G6); Game 9. 
Loser (GS) vs. Winner (G7). 
May 17: Game 10. Winner 




FORMERLY "THE PALACE" L---illJ!ll(-H"________J426-9305 2346 GRANGE HALL ROAD 
PROGRESSIVE MUSIC NIGHT 
WEDNESDAY AT UP THE CREEK 
·18 - $3, 21 -$2 cover 
• TECHNO, House, Industrial and more!!! 
• Live DJ's from local alternative stations 
18 &OVER TUESDAY 
COLLEGE l.D. NIGHT THURSDAY 
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES WITH COLLEGE 1.0. 
LIVE BAND THURSDAY-SATURDAY 
COMING IN ABOUT A MONTH 
Volleyball & Basketball 
(G8) vs. Winner (G9); Game 11. 
Loser (G9) vs. Winner (GlO, if 
needed). 
IF FIVE TEAMS REMAIN 
May 16: 
Game 7. Winner (G5) vs. 
Winner (G4); Game 8. Loser 
Game5vs. Loser Game 6; Game9. 
Winner (G7) vs. Winner (G6). 
May 17: Game 10. Winner 
(G8) vs. Loser (G9); Game 11. 






Just 5 minutes from 




XENIA AVE. YELLOW SPRINGS 

HAVE YOUR GRAD 







L...;;:;;IH=--ev_e_NT_s_ ____.l ll'J HELP WANTED I 
Come to the Rat & watch your favorite 
M.isic Videos with Universtiy Center Board 
5pm. And then. Tuesday, May 19 lhrough 
Friday, May 22 watch 101 DALMATIONS· • 
11am, 4:30pm, 1pm, & 6pm respectively. 
In two weeks: Bird On a Wire. 
WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (University 
WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (UCB) presents 
116HS. 
Looking for two females to wor1< the 
summer. Employment would start between 
the beginning and middle of July and 
continue until the beginning of September. 
Must be polite and willing to work. II 
interested respond to Allyn Hall mail box 
#E322.
IC PERSONALS 
Heading for EUROPE this summer? Jet 
there anytime for $169 for the East Coast, 
$229 for the Midwest (when available) with 
AIRHITCHI (Reported in let's Go! & NY 
nmes.) AIRHITCH® 212-1164-2000. 
Congratulations to the new pledges of 
Alpha Xi Delta, Janelle Dyer, Melanie 
Jackson, Tabitha Stiver, and Shauna 
Waldren.
1m SERVICES 
ABET WOBDPROCESSING. Specializing 
in academic manuscripts and formats 
(APA). Resume service, correspondence. 
Reduced student rates plus 20% first visit 
discount. Rush jobs. 429-2475.
Il'J HELP WANTED I A BETTER RESUME You have a big invesrment in your education. Don't blow it 
on MTV DAY, Monday, May 18, 11am­
Center Board) presents TIME BANDITS. 
A dassic from the great Terry Gilliam. A 
young boy is taken captiw by a group of 
lime traveling dwarfs looking to reap histofy 
of its spoils. This Friday and Saturday at 
8pm in 116 Health Science Auditorium. 
YELLOW SUBMARINE. Nothing is reall 
You'Ve probably seen it a million limes. So 
see it a million and onel Sunday. 7pm, 
Friday, May 15 - a day in the sun with 
FOUR LIVE BANDS. In concert with many 
of the members betng WSU students: The 
Raging Mantras, 33 People, Bridgestreet 
and Talisman. In the Amphitheater (near 
the Med and Bio Sci buildings). 11 am-9pm. 
A University Center Board event 
lnt'I Corporation has summer 
openings due to massive 
expansion. $9.00 pay 
Flexible schedules, no exp. 
necessary, must work well 
with people. Should secure 
position now. Call 463-7524 
for more information. 
Classifieds Do The 
Job For You 
Call 873-2507 or stop by The 
Guardian Offices, 046 
University Cenetr for more 
Information 




CALL 461-1179 FO 
INFORMATION 
~==================lnlI 
he Guardian will be 
accepting applications 
for 1992-1993 managingand editing positions. 
with a do-it-yourself resume. As a former -ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT The following positions
personnel manager, 111 write a laser-printed 
resume that will get your attention and 
Freefisheries. Eam $5000+/month. 
transportation I Room & Boardl OY8r 8,000 
will be open: 
respect! rn tell you how to reach your 
employers and what to say. High quality. 
Low price. Student discount Free 
openings. Male or Female. For 
employment program call 1·206-S4S.4155 
ext1756 . 
f> Business Manager 
tl> Advertising Manager 
inteNiew. Steve Coleman. A BETTER 
RESUME. 278-3242 
Hou~ 
Accounting Clerk, must have completed 
ACC 201, 15 minutes from WSU. 
(> Graphics Manager 
p Production Manager 
apointment 
NEED A PAPER TYPED? CALL or FAX 
Gene at 878-7459. Word-Processing - ­
term papers, thesis, dissertations. Fast 
ftexible around your schedule. Call A.E. 
David Co. 228-n53 for inteNiew 
f)- News Editor 
p Sports Editor 
reliable services. f)' Spotlight Editor 
SUMMER TOURS TO EUROPE, 
AUSTRALIA AND THE GREEK ISLANDS. 
ND THE SEMESTER WITH A BANGI 
tudent Groups: Earn hundreds of dollars 




~ Chief Photographer 
1S.19 days. AH expenses paid including 
meals. $135-$1798. Call Conliki Tours 1­
8()().gso.1037 ext. #2. 
pplications on campus. Last chancel 1 • 
00-932-0528, ext 99. 




IIJ:~~~;!;~t~~~~ ~6 IlB University Center for 
CELLULAR TELEPHONES! Get Cellular cripts. FiH out simple "like/don't like" form.S an application and more 
Telephone Service. An installed car phone 
and 20 minutes free each month for each 
ASYI ·Fun, relaxing at home, beach, 




month for under $30 a monthl Call 478­
9067 lor details!
4 Hour Recording Reveals Details. 801­
79-2925 Copyright #OH1 OKEB 
2






















C.D. CONNECTION ~ 
FOR ALTERNATIVE MUSIC 
THERE'S NO ALTERNATIVE 
Now Carrying 
c 
Top Selling ca...u.. 
....--~~~~~~~---, 
Beavercreek Lazarus Kettering Center Comer• mt the Mall L 
426-1401 293-7555 433-3472 
411 o Colonel Glenn Hwy 
1 MileW"tof 
Wright Stalill University 
Comer of Dorothy Lane 
& Woodman 
in Kettering 
St Rt 725 Between 
the Dayton Mall & 1·75 
Near Toy's 'R· Us 
E 
Comic redacted due to copyrightComic redacted due to copyright
Comic redacted due to copyright
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continued from page 1e 
Kirn Jackson, who is scheduled 
to graduate June 13. Jackson said 
her honors status will not change 
as a result of the new policy, but 
she also was never notified the 
change in criteria. "They never 
notified me they were making any 
changes at all," she said. "Never. 
Not a letter. Nothing." 
Jackson transferred to WSU 
in the winter quarter of 1989 after 
a bout with mononucleosis forced 
her to miss the last few weeks and 
most of her finals at Bowling 
Green State University. After a 
poor showing in her final semes­
ter there, Jackson transferred to 
WSU. She said she didn't try to 
appeal her BGSU grades because 
WSU representatives told her past 
academic performance wouldn't 
matter. 
When the faculty changed the 
policy, Jackson's BGSU grades 
became part of the honors equa­
tion. But not only was Jackson 
not notified, the influence of her 
BGSU record was not included in 
her WSU grade reports. Jackson 
said she first heard of the new 
policy from a friend who gradu­
ated without honors because of 
the change. 
Jackson called for the Univer­
sity to institute a grandfather 
clause for those whoenteredWSU 
believing grades from past schools 
were forgiven. Howard said stu­
dent concerns are being ad­
dressed, as the Office of Aca­
demic Affairs plans to ,consider 
making exceptions in the policy 
for some students. But she also 
stressed that only a faculty vote 
canchange University policy, and 
that her office is making excep­
tions to that policy. "We realize 
the seriousness of what we' re do­
ing. We hope students appreciate 
that, too," Howard said. 
In the meantime, Howard said 
all srudents whose status was com­
promised by the policy in the Fall 
1991 and Winter 1992 gradua­
tion would have their cases re­
viewed for possible reinstatement 
of honors. 
Howard said the proposal to 
reverse the policy may not make 
its way through the Wright State 
bureaucracy until January, 1993. 
"This creates a potentially very 
precarious situation for us," she 
said of a possible continued re­
versal of WSU policy. But until 
the Wright State faculty decides 
again on the issue, Howard said 
she expects to make the excep­
tions. 
If you are interested in becoming more politically 
active or would just like to become more 
informed with today's issues ... Maybe the 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS CLUB is for you. 
MEETINGS: Tuesday night at 6:00 p.m. in the Allyn 
Hall Lounge 
For more infonnation call Mike Hughs at 299-2645, 




- of $25 or more 
~ (Except Labor Charges) 
with lhil coupon 
Dayton: 278-9197 West Carrollton: 866-8022 Beavercreek: 426-7300 
Hours: M-F 10-7, SAT 10-5, SUN 12-5 
Come see our ROLLERBLADE 
demonstration on Friday, May 22nd from 
3-7pm at our West Carrollton Store (across 
from Roberd's - Ext 47 offl-75) 
MONDAY -THURSDAY 
$15 





9:00 - 11 :00 pm 
ALLYOU 
CAN BOWL 




1238 N f"AJRflELD ROAD BEAVERCREEK • E. Of' DAYTON 




at Discount Prices! 
Did you know as a student or faculty member 
can save as much as 75% on computer sof 
when you purchase it at the College Store. 
Here's just a few of the many software packages avail 
DR DOS 6.0 .•...............•......•....$59.00 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.3 ..•.••••.••........•.•... $99.00 
Auto CAD ..•.•••••••..••••...•...••••.• $495.00 
Mathmatica for students 2.0 .... $168.00 
Corel Draw 2.01. .•••..•....•..•.... $295.00 
Turho Pascal ••••••••••••••...•..•...•. $53.00 
You must have valid educational identification to purchase at these 
The N"tght Place To Be 





They may call Chicago "the 
Windy City," but, in truth, it is 
surpassed by several other U.S. 
metropli in average wind speed. 
Top of the list is Mount Wash­
ington, New Hampshire which has 
a average wind speed of35.2 miles 
per hour, 25 mph faster than 
Chicago's average. 
Mt. Washington also holds the 
highest recorder wind speed in the 
Alaska is thought of as being a 
land of snowy wastes and horribly 
low temperatures, and so it is, in 
part. While the lowest recorded 
temperature in the U.S. was re­
corded there, -80degrees, Farenheit 
(dgF), Alaska has known the other 
extreme, as well, with a highest 
recorded temperature of 112 dgF, 
U.S. at an astounding 231 mph. 
Chicago's high was a paltry 58 
mph. 
For those who perfer a stiller 
climate, the lowest acerage wind 
speed is held by Los Angeles and 
Pheonix with 6.2 and 6.3 mph re­
spectively. 
Pheonix has, though known 
winds of up to 86 mph while Los 
Angeles' highest has only been 49. 
reported atFort Yukon on Septem­
ber 5, 1925. 
Comparitively, Ohio's lowest 
repon was on February 10, 1899 
when, in the little town ofMilligan, 
the temperature reached -39 dgF. 
Ohio's highest recorded tempera­
ture was atGallipolis, July 21, 1934 
and was reported at 113 dgF. 
Alaska hottest state in Union 

